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Press

09‑08‑2021
 Pianosummit on 16 October goes on sale today


 Presentation of the participants at the prize winners' concert on Wednesday
For the first time, laureates from all previous editions of the International Telekom Beethoven Competition Bonn will perform together on October 16 at 7 p.m. in the Telekom Forum...





read more
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Laureates

02‑06‑2024
 Filippo Gorini at the Mozart Hall of the Rosengarten in Mannheim


 02–06–2024 | 8 p.m. | Mozartsaal Rosengarten Mannheim
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Laureates

02‑05‑2024
 Filippo Gorini at the Mozart Hall of the Rosengarten in Mannheim


 02–05–2024 | 8 p.m. | Mozartsaal Rosengarten Mannheim
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12‑12‑2023
 Inspired by Beethoven, driven by ambition


 Dueling tones: A day in the competitive life of Zhouhui Shen 

Thursday morning, the clock shows eight o'clock. The piano lid opens gently and a hint of Beethoven unfolds in the air. Zhouhui's fingers glide gently over the keyboard and awaken the room to...





Mehr lesen
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11‑29‑2023
 Yonggi Woo


 South Korean pianist Yonggi Woo began to play the piano at the age of six. After he debuted as his first piano recital at Kumho Art Hall, Seoul at the age of fourteen, Yonggi was accepted to study at the Seoul Arts High School with Prof. Soo Jung Shin and...





Yonggi Woo
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Laureates

09‑24‑2023
 Filippo Gorini in Eindhoven


 09–24–2023 | 14.15 Uhr | Muziekgebouw Eindhoven





more information
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08‑02‑2023
 Filippo Gorini


 1st prize 2015, Audience award 2015, Beethoven-Haus award 2015





Filippo Gorini
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08‑01‑2023
 Giorgio Lazzari


 3rd prize, special prize for a piece written in the 21st century





Giorgio Lazzari
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10‑25‑2022
 Filippo Gorini's "Art of Fugue Explored"


 Filippo Gorini focuses on Johann Sebastian Bach's last work "The Art of Fugue" in an extraordinary, interdisciplinary project!
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06‑02‑2022
 Andreas Groethuysen


 Andreas Groethuysen, born in Munich in 1956, initially oriented himself in various academic fields (philosophy, medicine) after graduating from a humanistic grammar school, before he was finally drawn to music. He began studying piano with Ludwig Hoffmann at...





Andreas Groethuysen
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Playing a wrong note is insignificant but playing without passion is unforgivable. Ludwig van Beethoven

 














Your Request

 Do you have any further questions? We will be glad to help. Please use our contact form.




Contact form
















Connect with us: Social Media Channels



	
Twitter 
	
Facebook 
	
Youtube 
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